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KEY BENEFITS
ONE SYSTEM FOR RENTAL AND
ACCOUNTING

Implement DynaRent
for Acumatica and stop
maintaining separate
rental and backoffice
accounting systems.

DynaRent

DynaRent is a new generation of equipment rental software
integrating rental, sales, service, and accounting into a single
system running on Acumatica’s powerful business suite.
DynaRent handles all your equipment rental needs. It provides streamlined rental order entry;
subrentals for renting equipment you don’t have; and automatic progress billings. You can
check for availability equipment and schedule them for a job next week. DynaRent does all this
and much more.

WHAT DYNARENT CAN DO FOR
YOU

DynaRent will handle
all your equipment rental needs by providing
streamlined rental order
entry, subrentals for
renting equipment you
do not have, and giving
you easy one-click billing.
And much more.
EXTENSIBILITY

When you get DynaRent
for Acumatica, you receive a complete toolset
for modifying and customizing the system,
including the source code
so you may control any
screen or report behaviors you need.
FLEXIBILITY LIKE YOU’VE NEVER
SEEN

DynaRent runs in a
web browser. You may
choose an on-premises
deployment or run in the
cloud.
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DYNARENT AND ACUMATICA
Rental Orders

Full rental order processing starting with quotes that you turn
into orders which flow to your warehouse and end up in accounts
receivable.

Integrated
Accounting

Use common customers, pricing rules, taxation, commissisions,
credit management, and accounting from one source: your
Acumatica database.

Equipment
Inventory

Easily maintain your rental equipment’s availability immediately
and in the future. Keep track of your equipment using DynaRent’s
Equipment Locator.

Wireless
Warehouse

Simplify your warehouse operations with wireless barcoding or
RFID. Run all screens on hand held or mobile devices. Implement
a wireless warehouse using standard devices and system functionality.
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POWERFUL BUT EASY TO USE
Improve the way you manage rental orders, equipment availability, and billing. When
the growth of your rental operations force you to stop using outdated software and
inefficient methods, then you are ready for DynaRent. If you have a smaller rental
business or are just getting started, then call us about the Acumatica Grow Program. We
can get you started with a cloud-based rental solution so inexpensive that you will want
to start right away.

IMPROVE YOUR EQUIPMENT RENTAL PROCESSES

Barcoding / RFID

DynaRent has the ability to scan your rented items in and out of inventory. Use
DynaRent to manage equipment issue and return via either RFID or standard
barcoding techniques and “off the shelf” hardware.

Serialized
equipment

DynaRent allows you to serialize your rental equipment. You control
expensive rental equipment by both the equipment number and it’s serial
number.

Flexible calendar

See any item’s future availability on a flexible calendar formatted in your web
browser as a monthly calendar by day.

Automatic emails

Acumatica workflow allows complete control over customer-facing email
communications. Automate sending rental quotes, rental orders, invoices and
other communications.

Kits

Use Acumatica Kits to group rental items under a single item.

Customer Service
Portal

Use Acumatica’s powerful Customer Service Portal to empower your customer.
Allow them to view equipment instructions and documentation, enter trouble
tickets for service, and manage all interactions with your service staff.

Multiple sites

Manage your equipment availability at multiple locations. DynaRent supports
multiple sites. You can even place a single rental order that spans several
locations.

Easy closing and
billing

Provides option of one step, one click closing function to return the rented
items. With a second click, you can bill out the entire remaining balance.

Manage multiple
billing strategies

DynaRent allows you to bill any interval of renting you wish manually, yet
always keeps track of what is yet to come. DynaRent can separate the return of
the item from its billing, giving you control over what your customers see.

Automate your
billing

DynaRent’s unique Automated Billing can schedule regular, recurring invoices
to be created automatically for the life of the rental contract.

Integrated sales,
service, job
costing, and
accounting

Run DynaRent as part of a full Acumatica ERP solution. Bring in parts, sales,
and service, jobs and timesheets, and full back-office accounting.
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS
STORIES
ELECTRONICS
A large electroncis rental and
service compay uses DynaRent to
manage their entire operations.
Their rental orders often exceed 50
lines and involve complex rental
contracts that go on for many
months.

OIL PIPELINE INDUSTRY
A midwestern supplier to the
oilfield pipeline industry uses
DynaRent to control rented
equipment and manage their
equipment rental processes.

ACUMATICA
ADVANTAGES
RUNS IN A BROWSER
Acumatica represents new
generation of business software.
It runs in the cloud or on your
premises depending on how you
wish to deploy it.

LOW COST INTRODUCTORY RATES
Acumatica uses a revolutionary
pricing structure that does not
involve concurrent users. And they
offer a startup service, called the
Grow Program for small businesses
interested in cloud solutions with a
low start-up cost.

ROBUST BACKOFFICE
CAPABILITIES
Acumatica is a full ERP solutions
and it offers extensive capabilities
on par with some of the most
robust mid-market systems
available.
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